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THE BG NEWS

New Jams

The Swellers released their
fourth album, ‘The Light Under
Closed Doors’, a few weeks ago.
Check out PULSE for a review
of the record onPage 6.
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Indian culture focus of Diwali Mela
Music events, food, at heart of annual celebration hosted by India Student Association
Amirah Adams
Reporter

is our biggest priority.”
Students and faculty of all different backgrounds and cultures
are encouraged to attend the
event, he said.
The show will include musical
performances, a fashion show,
dance and authentic Indian food.
“There will be two bands performing,” Patil said. “One singing
and the other just music.”
Performers are from the
University and other areas as well.
Students from different cultures are not only encouraged to
attend the event, but to participate in it as well.

Students, faculty and staff will
have the opportunity to celebrate
the festival of lights with the
India Student Association this
Saturday.
The India Student Association’s
annual event, Diwali Mela, a
Hindu festival, will take place
Nov. 16 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
the Perry Field House.
“It is just a time to emphasize
authentic Indian food, culture
and performance,” said Shivam
Patil, vice president for ISA. ”That

“It is an opportunity for us
to share our traditions and cultures with the world,” Patil said.
Diwali Mela was originally started at the University in
the 1980s as a small gathering
for Indian students and faculty, Patil said. Since then, it has
grown into a popular event on
campus.
“It didn’t really become a big
thing until about 10 years back
when it was opened to everyone,” he said.
Guests will be able to learn

See DIWALI | Page 2

COFFEE FIENDS IN

For some of the 1,200 people who frequent
the campus Starbucks each day, the store sells
more than just liquid, it sells an experience.
More people are getting their caffeine fix at
the Starbucks on campus than at any other
Starbucks store in Northern Ohio, said Michael
Paulus, director of dining services.
“It’s iconic— the drink combinations, the
overall experience one gets,” he said.
The campus store handles a little less than 4
million transactions a year, Paulus said.
It’s the experience customers are willing

CITY brief

Holiday lights to be attraction at Toledo Zoo
The holiday season begins early at the
Toledo Zoo, which is set to kick off its Lights
Before Christmas, featuring more than a
million lights.
Presented by Key Bank, the season
begins on Nov. 15 at 6 p.m. with the
ceremonial lighting of the zoo’s 85-foot
Norway spruce tree. 35,000 LED lights are
on this tree alone.
“It’s breathtaking to see the lights,” said
Andi Norman, director of marketing and
public relations for the zoo. “There’s not a lot
of places that have this many lights that are
decorated to the degree we decorate them.”
Other features include more than 200
illuminated animal images.
Returning is Snow Globe Live, a giant
walk-in snow globe. New this year is an

ice rink. Both are sponsored by Taylor
Automotive Family. Santa will also be
present.
Admission for Lights is $13 for adults
(age 12-59) and $10 for seniors (age 60 and
older) and children (ages 2-11). Visitors can
save $1 per ticket when they purchase their
tickets online.
The lights have been an annual attraction at the zoo since 1986. They attract
an average of 130,000 visitors each year,
Norman said.
“It’s become a tradition for people to see
the lights each season,” she said.
The zoo is located on 2 Hippo Way, and
the event runs until Dec. 31.
For more information, visit toledozoos.
org/lights.

BOWLING
GREEN

Four million yearly customers make Union Starbucks most popular in northern Ohio
By Danae King
Editor-in-Chief

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

to pay for that has created the popularity of
Starbucks, said Dwayne Gremler, professor of
marketing at the University.
The atmosphere, the location, the brand, the
customizing option and the idea of Starbucks
as a “treat,” all draw students to the store.
Graduate student Megan Adams builds her
day around coffee breaks at Starbucks. She
looks at her tall chai tea latte as a treat.
“Sometimes I need a boost,” she said. “I’m
a pretty big coffee enthusiast, I look forward
to coffee at certain times of the day so I will
wait for it.”
Coming from her office in East Hall,
Adams said going to Starbucks on campus is

See COFFEE | Page 2

STUDENTS WAIT in line at Starbucks on Thursday between classes. The Union location does the most business in northern Ohio.

EMily Reith | THE BG NEWS

Alcohol violations drop from year
to year in residence halls
Tim
Shaal

By Amber Petkosek
Social Media Editor

Alcohol is something that residence
life deals with all year round, but
numbers indicate that violations have
decreased in the past three years.
In the 2012-2013 academic year,
there were 141 violations in residence
halls, down from 233 in 2011-2012,
according to numbers provided by
Michael Ginsburg, associate dean of
students.
In the past five years, numbers
were highest in 2009-2010, with 409
violations.
There are times during the school
year where violations are higher than
others, Ginsburg said.
These include opening weekend,
the first football game, Homecoming,
the weekend before Thanksgiving, St.
Patrick’s Day, Sibs N Kids weekend

Two for One

Senior Associate
Director in the Office
of Residence Life
and the weekend before finals.
“Alcohol is always the highest code
section violated,” he said.
If a student gets an alcohol violation, they keep the information about
the violation on file for seven years,
Ginsburg said.
Some students do not realize if
they get an alcohol violation it could
affect their ability to get a job. Several
times per week, employers will come
in to get information about a student
applying for a job, Ginsburg said.
If you are under the age of 21 you
are not allowed to have alcohol in
your room, but if one roommate is of

The BG women’s basketball team will be the first
game of the Friday night double header as they
take on the Niagara Purple Eagles at 6 p.m. The
men’s Basketball team faces the University of South
Florida Bulls at 8:30 p.m. | PAGE 5

Woodwinds on the menu

legal age and the other is not, that is
when things can get confusing.
“If your roommate is under the age
of 21 and you are 21 you can have
alcohol but you have to take steps to
assure your roommate does not have
access to it,” said Tim Shaal, senior
associate director in the Office of
Residence Life.
If residents are 21, the alcohol must
remain in their room. They cannot
take it into another student’s room
and it may not be in a common area.
If it is suspected that an underage
student has alcohol in their room,
they may be approached by a member of Residence Life and asked if their
room can be searched.
“We may turn it over to University
police if they are not cooperating,”
Shaal said.

See ALCOHOL | Page 2

Give me a break

EMily Reith | THE BG NEWS

musicians Play near the Falcon’s Nest in the Union on Thursday afternoon as part of the Starving Artist Series.

Think your Thanksgiving break is going to be
stressful? Columnist Emily Gordon offers advice
for how students can survive the holidays and their
relatives with their sanity. Check out her advice. |
PAGE 4

Are you willing to wait in a long line at
starbucks? Why?
“Yes, because I need the energy, it is
well worth the wait. ”
Jeana Warden
Freshman, Design Technology Theatre
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BLOTTER

DIWALI
From Page 1

User friendly web

Check out the full interactive blotter
map at BGNEWS.COM
BLOTTER
WED., NOV. 13

THURS., NOV.
14

Charles N. Shavers III, 23, of
Maumee, Ohio, was arrested
for theft/shoplifting within the
2100 block of E. Wooster St.
He was taken to the Wood
County Justice Center.

Ryan H. Rimar, 21, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for
misuse of credit card within
the 100 block of N. Main St.
He was lodged at the Wood
County Justice Center.

7:46 P.M.

11:18 P.M.

Christopher W. bell, 26, of
Pemberville, Ohio, was arrested for felonious assault and
assault within the 100 block
of N. Main St. He was lodged
in the Wood County Justice
Center. He allegedly pulled a
knife on someone.

ALCOHOL
From Page 1

One misconception some
students have is if they have
any sort of alcohol-related
items, such as a shot glass
or beer box in their room,
they can be punished.
“If the shot glass has
alcohol residue in it they
could be held responsible,”
Shaal said. “Just having a
shot glass isn’t necessarily
going to lead to an alcohol
violation.”
Some students do not
know if their roommates
are caught drinking while
they are in the room, both
people are held accountable
whether both are drinking
or if only one is drinking

COFFEE
From Page 1
convenient.
“I think their location here
is just ideal. It’s hard to imagine Starbucks on another
campus being in a better location,” Gremler said. “Wherever
someone’s going, it’s not too far
out of the way to get there.”
There are more than 10,000
different ways to customize
coffee at Starbucks, Paulus
said, and he thinks “that’s
what’s driving students.”
Another aspect that may
increase the desirability
of Starbucks is the lack of a
comparable cup of coffee on
campus, Gremler said.
“Dunkin’ Donuts and
McDonald’s have tried to capture some of the Starbucks
products,” he said. “Both
companies have a way to go
to catch up with Starbucks

1:13 A.M.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.

ALYSSA BENES | THE BG NEWS

Panelists discuss how Steve Krug’s book “Don’t Make Me Think”
affected their own work for World Usability Day. Hosted in the Fine Arts Center,
debate focused on web usability.

because of a policy called
“shared responsibility”.
“If you know there is
a violation of policy it is
your duty to report that,”
Shaal said.
Shaal said he encourages students to read the
student handbook to make
sure they are aware of the
policies.
“If you know the policy
you won’t find yourself in
violation of it,” he said.
Sophomore Paige Pitts
said she thinks the rules are
fair, but is not sure if they
are always followed.
With most of the people
in residence halls being
under the age of 21, the
chance of them drinking
with someone who is 21 is
more likely.

“It is a rare case of scenarios when [students]
drink alone,” she said.

to create a similar customer
experience.”
Dunkin’ Donuts and
Starbucks have different customer bases, Paulus said.
Karen Piotrowski, food service coordinator at Starbucks
on campus, said she thinks
it’s busy because “every student loves coffee, or needs it
whether they love it or not.”
Piotrowski has worked at
the store for more than five
years, and said business has
more than doubled since
she started.
“It’s because the brand is
more popular now,” she said.
Though the long line may
deter some students from
waiting in line, Piotrowski
said some students don’t
even notice.
“I think the students now
are so busy with their phones
and friends that they don’t
even notice how long the line
is,” she said.

And, the line goes fast,
Piotrowski said.
“We’re really dedicated to
making it fast for our people,”
she said. “We want our customers to be really happy, we
want them to come back, we
want them to get to their class.”
Bowling Green also often
offers what Gremler calls “coffee-drinking” weather.
“It’s nice to come in and have
a warm drink,” Adams said.
“It’s cozy and convenient.”

Residence Hall Level
Violations
■■ 2008-2009 – 310 Violations
■■ 2009-2010 – 409 Violations
■■ 2010-2011 – 235 Violations
■■ 2011-2012 – 233 Violations
■■ 2012-2013 – 141 Violations

The University and
Wood County each have
their own United Way
campagns. Read about
what they are doing in a
web exclusive article on
BGNEWS.COM

more about the Indian culture and enjoy themselves
in the process.
“It’s a small part of the
semester when students
and professors can get
away from the stress and
have a break,” Patil said,
“It’s a time when they can
have fun and get loose.”
Junior Angelo Crenshaw
attended Diwali Mela last
year and had positive
things to say about it.
“It was really good,”
Crenshaw said. “I loved
the performances and the
food was really good and
different.”
Crenshaw also had
advice for students and
faculty who are planning
to attend the event.
“Tr y to get the full
experience of the event,”
he said. “They teach you
a lot there.”
A lthough some students have not attended
Diwali Mela, they are not
opposed to seeing what it
is about.

Shivam Patil | President of
India Student Association
“It sounds like something I would probably go
to,” sophomore Brittany
Mondragon said. “I think
it’s good to see what different cultures do and how
they interact.”
Students and faculty
who attend the event are
also encouraged to attend
the after party that follows
it as well.
“After sitting for three
hours, everyone gets a
chance to have fun, dance
and enjoy themselves to
the fullest,” Patil said.
Tickets are $12 in
advance and $15 at the
door. They are available
at the information desk in
the Union.
“People can expect a lot,”
Patil said, “It just gets bigger and bigger every year.”

www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday | 8am - 11:30am &
12:30pm - 4:30pm
419 Lehman Ave. | 419.352.9378

University Level Violations
■■ 2008-2009 – 214 violations
■■ 2009-2010 – 260 violations
■■ 2010-2011 – 236 violations
■■ 2011-2012 – 427 violations
■■ 2012-2013 – 247 violations

“It is an opportunity
for us to share our
traditions and cultures
with the world”

ia

Find a Place to Call Home
(1 Bedroom & Eﬃciency Houses Also Available)

Now Renting

*Numbers according to
Michael Ginsburg, associate
dean of students

2013-2014
School Year

Birchwood 650 6th St.
(Small pets welcome)

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

Fox Run Apartments
216 S. Mercer Rd.

Coffee on Campus
October transactions

■■ Starbucks— a little less than

36,000 in October

■■ Dunkin Donuts— a little less

than 21,000

July to October

■■ Starbucks— about 410,000

customers

■■ Dunkin Donuts— about

261,000 customers

HOUSES - 3 BDRMS - 2 BDRMS - 1 BDRMS - STUDIOS
2014 - 2015 School Year

Live alone or with roommates • Rent could start as low as $216/month plus utilities • Stop in to see pictures or schedule a showing

	
  

5%
Discount

on all 3, 2 & 1 Bdrms
until Dec. 22, 2013

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

One person will win
free rent for the school year!

	
  

	
  

1045 N. Main Street, Bowling Green
419.353.5800
www.meccabg.com | info@meccabg.com

CHURCH DIRECTORY
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Church Directory
We invite you to worship
with us and look forward to
meeting you soon!

St. Thomas Moore
Catholic Church

Union Room #308. Veritas gathers for fellowship, fun,
service, prayer and discussion.
Additionally, various Christian Life Communities
(CLC) are available for anyone with questions about the
Catholic faith and Jesus Christ. You don’t have to be a
Catholic or Christian, but simply open to exploring who
Jesus is through discussion and studying the Scriptures.
CLCs are based on the Gospel values.

All are welcome! Whether you’re looking for a place to
pray and worship, a faith-based living environment, or
simply a space to relax and escape the stresses of studies
at BGSU, St. Thomas More University Parish is here
for you. The mission of St. Thomas More since 1932 is
to guide the students, faculty, staff and administration
of BGSU so that an encounter with God may be
experienced and a personal relationship with Christ may
be fostered.
St. Tom’s is located right next to Dunkin Donuts at
425 Thurstin Avenue. “Our desire is to share our love
for God and God’s love for us within the University
community while exploring what it means to be
Catholic” said Fr. Jason Kahle. “We want to build
community and be a welcoming home for all people.”

� Friendly people �
� Relevant sermons
� Loud music � Casual atmosphere
home Life groups � Online content
time Sundays at 10am � Close to BGSU

A sense of community is what you’ll find at St. Thomas
More. In addition to the church, numerous other areas
are also offered to students such as: living arrangements,
lounge areas, library, dining room, courtyards, and a hall
that can serves as a dodge ball or basketball court as well
as a banquet room complete with kitchen facilities.

bgcovenant.org

Newman Housing is available to all BGSU students
regardless of religion, race, age or sex. All rooms are
furnished with beds, desks, chairs, closets, and shelves.
Cable and utilities are included in the rent and a laundry
facility is available on site.

REAL GOD. REAL PEOPLE.

For students looking to get involved, St. Thomas More
sponsors Veritas, a Catholic Christian social outreach
that meets every Wednesday at 7:30pm in the Student

Find calendars, directions, and other info at:

St. Mark’s
Lutheran Church
Welcome Students!

Let BGSU feed your brains and let St. Mark’s feed your soul

Make Yourself at Home

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
315 South College, Bowling Green | 419-353-9305

If you don’t believe in the power of prayer today,
just wait until finals
Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

Sun. 9pm in BTSU
Multi Purpose Room

FOCUS meets at Starbucks in the Union at 7:00pm. FOCUS engages in
open minded religious discussion about topics of student interest.

“All are Welcome”

www.stjohnsbg.org
(419) 353-0881
E. Wooster
St.from Harshman Quad
corner of Wooster &1503
Mercer,
across
corner of Wooster & Mercer, Across from Harshman Quad

Located on 425 Thurstin Ave. Across from Dunkin Donuts

First United Methodist Church
W E L C O M E S

Y O U

T O

Your Home Away From Home!

Sunday Worship

Schedule Begins August 25

brooksidechurch.net

www.bgalliance.org

Weekend Masses
Sat. 5pm
Sun. 10am & 5pm

T
uesday Evening
Wednesday
Evening

a community church that meets on campus

1161 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
www.bgalliance.org

DAILY MASS:
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday: 5:15 pm
Wednesday and Friday: 12:15 pm
WEEKLY MASS:
Saturday: 5:00 pm
Sunday: 10:00 am, 5:00 pm, *9:00 pm
* In the Student Union
CONFESSION:
Tuesday and Thursday: 4:15pm
Saturday: 4:00pm
NIGHT OF WORSHIP HOLY HOUR:
Monday: 9:00 pm

Sunday Worship

Roll out of bed and come as you are.
We’ll provide the coffee.

An International/Intergenerational Church

To get involved or to find out more information, go
to: www.sttoms.com or find us on Facebook at: www.
facebook.com/bgsucatholic.

10:00 am
amTraditional
Sunday Holy
Communion
10:00
Service
with Holy Communion

Sundays @ 10 am | Olscamp 101

Bowling Green Alliance Church

Fr. Jason and the entire St. Thomas More team would
like to welcome all new and returning students,
parents, alumni and friends into their family. Through
Sacraments, service, weekly formation events, Koinonia
Retreats, faith-based living communities, social
gatherings and many other outreaches, they offer many
opportunities to experience God anew!

St. John’s Episcopal Church

Church on campus

Welcome Students

St. Thomas More also offers two opportunities for
Alternative Spring Break every year. One group travels to
Immokalee, FL to help immigrants. A second group goes
to Cincinnati, OH to help the poor and needy around the
city. In addition to the two annual trips, students can visit
and serve the elderly, poor, and needy every week on
Saturday mornings at local area agencies.

St.
St. Aloysius
Aloysius
Catholic Church
Catholic
Church
We’re on the corner of Summit & Clough St.

(419) 352-4195

W E E K EMASSES
ND MASSES
WEEKEND
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON
SAT: 5:30PM SUN:8, 10, and 12 NOON

8:45am Nontraditional Service
10:00am All Ages Sunday School
11:00am Traditional Service
Join a small group, sing in the choir, serve in
missions or be “adopted” by one of our church
families through our Adopt-A-Student program!
Across Wooster Street from the Stroh Center
1526 East Wooster St. | Bowling Green
419-353-0682
Check us out on Facebook for more information:
Facebook.com/FUMCBG

FORUM
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“Yes, It’s
delicious .”

Angela Tomasello
Freshman,
Spanish Education

Students, faculty of more value
than administrators
JULIE HAUGHT
FACULTY COLUMNIST

Once upon a time, in the
century preceding this one,
a young, first-generation college student found empowerment when her history
professor offered a parable to
explain a student-centered
approach to education.
This wise man, William
“Doc” Hartel, explained
to his attentive students at
Marietta College that higher
education emerged when a
group of people who wanted to learn [the first and
most-important constituent] sought out a group of
people who had knowledge
and skills to share [the second, but equally important
constituent]. We call these
groups, respectively, students and teachers.
Doc Hartel went on to
explain that when these
two groups became more
formally organized so that
they met at fixed times in
set locations, then a third
party became necessary
because somebody needed
to manage the facilities. In
other words, said Doc Hartel,
“somebody needed to buy
the chalk.” This third party
is called administrators.
While this third party was
not central to the university’s mission, it was nonetheless essential to the logistics
of realizing that mission.
However, as the number of
colleges and universities
began to outnumber the
students seeking the teachers, then the college/university became as much a business in search of customers
as an institution of higher
learning. And, as Doc Hartel
explained as he concluded
his parable, administrators
replaced students and faculty as the most highly valued,
or at least highly compensated, constituent.
Those of us in the student-faculty
population
might wonder how we can
reclaim our rightful place
in universities. And, if you
have any skepticism about
whether students and faculty are central to this university’s mission, consider
the University’s budget and
expenditures.
Your tuition continues to
increase not because the
University is in financial
jeopardy. In fact, University
assets increased from $459.5
million in 2011 to $475.9 million in 2012. That is a $16.3

Are you willing to wait in a long line at Starbucks? Why?

“Today, I was
because I had a
giftcard. Usually I
try not to spend
my money.”

Ben Dobler
Sophomore,
Philosophy and Sociology

million increase in total
University assets.
You may be wondering whether faculty compensation is fueling your
increased tuition. But
the evidence would not
bear that out since in the
University’s 2014 fiscal year
budget, only 22.9 percent of
that budget will be spent on
faculty salaries.
It might just be that
your tuition continues to
increase because these days
administrators are, if I may
borrow from Doc Hartel’s
parable, buying some very
expensive chalk.
As I noted in a previous column, the University invested $5.65 million in capital
improvements to Olscamp
Hall in order to implement
Math Emporium [Zoom
News, June 24, 2013]. But in
response to a public records
request for the total projects
cost of Math Emporium, the
Office of General Counsel
noted, “There are no records
responsive to your request
for the project cost of the
math emporium because
the University is not going
forward with the project at
this time.”
While many students are
probably breathing a sigh of
relief that Math Emporium
is “not going forward,” students might simultaneously be wondering why such
an expensive venture was
entered into without adequate vetting.
In addition to that $5.65
million for Olscamp/Math
Emporium, this year the
University entered into
a $2.7 million contract to
replace office telephones
across campus. Expensive
chalk, indeed.
When Doc Hartel told his
parable, he had no intentions of encouraging his students to retreat in despair or
cynicism. Instead, he told
those eager students this
story to encourage them to
examine the evidence they
are given, to ask critical
questions of those in power,
and to claim their educations by claiming their right
to have a say in how their
tuition dollars are going to
further their educations.
I share Doc Hartel’s story
because I share his hope
that students will use their
intellects and their voices to
demand the best from their
educators and from their
administrators. Demand
accountability for your
tuition dollars.
Respond to Julie at
thenews@bgnews.com

THE BG NEWS
DANAE KING, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 | Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http:// www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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“No, because
I can go to
Dunkin Donuts
because it is
half the price
and better.”

“No, it is not
worth the wait
because the
line will be
shorter later.”

Kyle Reed
Freshman,
Undecided

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Jenn Angelo
Junior,
Human Development & Family Studies

Avoid family clashes during holiday season
Emily Gordon
Columnist

With Thanksgiving just
around the corner, many of
us are making plans to go
home and spend time with
our immediate and extended
families.
For some, Thanksgiving
and subsequent holiday
get-togethers make for a
fun, relaxing time of year.
For others, it’s a wild rollercoaster ride that’s sometimes difficult to get through
unscathed.
As Tamar Chansky writes
in her piece, “Surviving
Holiday Family Gatherings”
for Psychology Today, “It’s a
party. It’s a zoo. It’s your relatives. You go in with an open
heart, and they do surgery.
OK, maybe it’s not that bad.
OK, maybe it is.”
It seems that the same old
fights, speeches, jokes and
bad attitudes play out like a
broken record every year.
So, how can you make it

through the holidays this
year without wanting to
make a midnight escape
back to your apartment?
By putting yourself first as
much as you can.
Use the time you have
until Thanksgiving to think
about what you like and don’t
like about going home for the
holidays and make a plan to
avoid as much unpleasantness as possible.
“Compartmentalize,” Dr.
Chansky advises. “Contain
the spill, and enjoy every
thing and every one else
around it.”
For example, if you know
your nosey uncle will bring
up something about your life
that you really don’t want to
talk about over turkey, know
that you simply don’t have to.
It’s okay to change the subject and hold firm on your
decision to just say ‘no.’
Likewise, if it’s common
knowledge that, after a certain amount of beers, your
cousin gets kind of nasty,
relocate. Go to a different
part of the house and join the
conversation between your

your life and everything you
needed before you stepped
into the gathering, and it
will be waiting for you at the
other side of it, too. Whatever
happens in between does
not change that fact. ... This
isn’t your whole life, it’s just
one slice (or sliver) of a big
pie: it’s just your life there.”
You’ve gotten through the
holidays before, and you will
again. It won’t last forever.
Take a few time outs
for yourself and you’ll
remember this.
Finally, keep in mind the
reasons for which you still
make the trip home: to see
your grandparents light up
when they’re surrounded by
all their grandchildren, to
catch up with your cousins,
to feel like a kid again with
your siblings or even just to
spend time with your pets.
Focus all your attention
on the positives and you’ll
be more likely to sidestep
any negatives that come
your way.

parents and grandma.
Chansky writes, “If we
can’t change other people, if
they’re just plain unwilling
to budge, we can make the
move and adjust and adapt to
what we expect of them. Not
to let that other person off the
hook necessarily, but for ourselves. Expect the expected,
or expect nothing.”
Once you’ve dealt with
the expected through your
predetermined contingency
plans, you can let yourself
be happily surprised by the
unexpected, like a sweet
comment made about you
by your grandpa.
Another good plan is to
pack things that give you
comfort and peace of mind
that you can turn to during
your stay with the family.
Books, games, your laptop or even just some extra
cash so you can duck out and
see a movie when things get
heavy will work wonders,
reminding you that you can
take control of yourself even
though everyone else may be
losing control of themselves.
Chansky asserts, “You had

Respond to Emily at
thenews@bgnews.com

Big government gives chance to fix nation, problems
paul mckenzie
Columnist

The election of 2013 is now
officially history.
This means only one
thing: the mid-term election season has already
started. Yes, there is no
time for reflection or
celebration in today’s
American politics.
There is only time to
fundraise, talk about and
handicap the next election.
As ridiculous as this seems
and is, it is our reality. It is
not just the time for perpetual campaigning; it is
also time for the greatest
lie in the American political discourse to appear.
That lie is the story of small
government.
At one time in America,
we did indeed have small
government. It was before
the New Deal.
It was quite a great ride
for the very few who were
wealthy. Low taxes, bought
politicians, racism, sexism,
homophobia, slavery and
no shared sacrifice ruled
the day.
What a great time to have
been white, male, straight,
bigoted, and cold-hearted.
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One could sit back, exploit
human beings, pay nothing in taxes and have the
American military fight for
one’s right to do so. Big wigs
and their kept women were
living in fat city.
Is this still the truth?
Thankfully, even though
Reaganomics has tried to
take us back to this place,
not really.
Still, many among us
preach the lie of small government; as if that is possible in a country of 320
million citizens. The politicians and the media know
just what an untruth this
concept is but they do
not number high enough
to win elections. It takes
an ignorant electorate to
accomplish that.
Do you like drivable
roads? How about overtime
pay, unemployment insurance, student loans, public
schools or Social Security?
Big government did that.
How about the Civil Rights
Act, the Voting Rights Act
and the Americans with
Disabilities Act?
Big government did
that too. How about cures
for smallpox, polio and
state-of-the-art treatments that cure cancer
when it was once a certain death sentence? Yep,
that is big government.

Democrats and they almost
always vote Democratic in
the presidential elections.
The exact opposite is
true in the taker states.
Such conservative bastions as the Carolinas,
Mississippi and Louisiana
get many more tax dollars back than they contribute to the federal
budget. Despite living off
big government’s teat,
these states continue to
elect mostly Republican
lawmakers who preach
small government and
vote for Republicans in
the presidential elections.
Why this dichotomy? Pure
hypocrisy.
As long as we tolerate hypocrisy from our
politicians and right-wing
media, the lie of small government lives; coming out
from under the bridge like
an ogre during election
season.
Let us all educate ourselves and understand
that small government
is a myth and not worth
our collective breath to
talk about. We are a huge
nation; a huge nation with
huge needs. This requires
big government, big ideas
and an end to fairy tales.

I could write a master’s
thesis listing the good
that big government has
done. Small government’s
achievements would not
fill a grade school book
report. It is a fantasy peddled by loudmouths and
prevaricators.
It does not exist. What
does exist though, is
hypocrisy.
Citizens in every state of
the Union pay taxes. Some
more than others and
some none at all, but there
is no Cayman Islands-like
state in America. What
there is though is a clean,
almost 50-50 breakdown
of states that contribute
more dollars in taxes than
they get back from the
federal government and
those that get more dollars
back than they contribute.
This chart is easily found
on the Web. This chart is
edifying and to a rational
person, infuriating. This
chart is America’s Chart of
Hypocrisy.
So what does the chart
tell us? It tells us that almost
every state that gives more
than they receive is a liberal, big government-supporting state.
Examples of these states
are New York, California
and Massachusetts. Most of
their politicians in D.C. are

Respond to Paul at
thenews@bgnews.com

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters are generally to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University’s campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer
pieces between 400 and 700 words.
These are usually also in response to a
current issue on the University’s campus or the Bowling Green area. Two
submissions per month maximum.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest Columns
may be published online. Name, year
and phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
Be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS
Send submissions as an attachment to
thenews@bgnews.com with the subject
line marked “Letter to the Editor” or
“Guest Column.” All submissions are
subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The editor
may change the headlines to submitted columns and letters at his or her
discretion.
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Falcons take on Niagara in home opener
By Tara Jones
Reporter

File Photo

Jill stein recorded 81 total minutes during the Iona Tipoff Tournament.

UPCOMING GAMES:
TONIGHT

vs. Niagara

Nov. 18

at Butler

Nov. 22

vs. Marist

Nov. 23

vs. Old Dominion

Nov. 24

at Ohio State

File Photo

Jillian Halfhill scored 18 points against Michigan and 10 points against Iona.

The BG women’s basketball
team welcomes Niagara
University to the Stroh
Center Friday, Nov. 15 in
their regular-season home
opener.
The Falcons are 2-0 after
capturing the Iona TipOff Tournament title last
weekend.
Niagara is 0-1 on the
year after suffering a loss
to Lehigh at home Friday
[Nov. 8]. The Purple Eagles
return nine letterwinners,
including three starters,
from a 2012-13 team that
went 15-16 overall and
9-9 in the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference. Their
15-win total is the program’s highest since the
2004-05 season.
This is only the secondever meeting between BG
and Niagara. The Falcons
lead the Purple Eagles 1-0
in that series. The teams’
first meeting came exactly
one year prior to this season’s matchup, on Nov.
15, 2012. The Falcons won
the game 79-74 at Niagara.
Last year’s win marked
head coach Jennifer Roos’
first win over an NCAA
Division-I program in her
first year as head coach for
the Falcons.
Roos said Niagara runs
what she calls an “equal
opportunity
offense,”
explaining that any player
who can get a good shot can
take it. She said that style
“breeds a lot of confidence”
for the Purple Eagles.
“We’ve got our work
cut out for us,” Roos said.
“This is a team that can
put up big numbers. We’ve
got our work cut out for us

against this offensive system that Niagara is going
to be bringing in here
Friday night.”
The Falcons have a tradition of success at home.
The success began in BG’s
Anderson Arena, where
the Falcons went 333-116
overall. This then carried
over to the Stroh Center
once it was constructed.
The first basketball season
held at the Stroh began in
November of 2011.
Last season, the Falcons
won 14 games at home,
including wins over Dayton
and Central Michigan,
both who were nationally
ranked. The Falcons enter
the 2013-14 season with an
overall record of 28-7 in the
Stroh Center.
The women’s game is the
first part of a doubleheader
at the Stroh on Friday. The
women’s basketball team
will tip off at 6 p.m. The BG
men’s basketball team will
take on USF following the
women’s match. The men
are scheduled to begin at
8:30 p.m.
Coach Roos said her
team is excited for their
home opener to be part
of the doubleheader. She
said both matches should
present “a great night of
basketball.”
“With the momentum
we’ve created from last
weekend, I think there [are]
a lot of people that will be
there just to come see how
we are, and to see all the
new fresh faces that are on
the team. We’re looking forward to it.”
The Falcons’ next game
will be Monday, Nov. 18 as
they travel to Indianapolis
to take on Butler University
at 7 p.m.

Hockey team hits road for second
Men’s basketball faces South
Florida in Friday doubleheader consecutive week at Ferris State University
Falcons face first Division I opponent of season, Orr questionable to play
By Brett Creamer
Reporter

The second game of
Friday’s double-header
continues as the Falcons
take on the University of
South Florida Bulls.
The Bulls, who are
now members of the
new American Athletic
Conference, are coming in w ith a record
of
2-0
w it h
w i ns
over Tennessee Tech
University and BethuneCookman University. A
big player to watch for
South Florida is 6’9”
for ward Victor Rudd.
The last time these two
teams faced off was on
Dec. 12, 2012, where
Rudd lead the Bulls to a
triple over victory over
the Falcons, where he

scored a career high 29
points. For the Falcons
to stop Rudd, they will
have to be physical and
versatile. BG w ill not
only need to guard him
down low, but in the
three-point area as well.
“[Rudd] is a multi
dimensiona l
scorer,”
head coach Louis Orr
said. “We’ll have to make
him work for his points”.
The second player the
Falcons need to look out
for is Mt. San Antonio
college transfer Corey
Allen Jr. Allen, who is
averaging 14 points per
game this season, along
with eight assists.
The Falcons are coming
off an impressive victory
over the Earlham College
Quakers. BG set a school
record for steals, and

also recorded 29 assists.
The Falcons were led by
Jehvon Clarke in his first
collegiate start, where he
had 17 points and eight
assists. All of the five
Falcon starters reached
double digits, along with
Spencer Parker who provided valuable time off of
the bench with 16 points.
The full court worked
to perfection against
Earlham, and helped get
the Falcons on a 24-3 run
in the first half.
W hen asking coach
Orr about using the full
court press against South
Florida, he said, “It’s
something in our pocket that we can use when
need be, every game is
different.”

See BBALL | Page 7

Falcons earn votes in USCHO rankings, Ferris State ranked No. 14
By Corey Krupa
Reporter

The BG Men’s Hockey
tea m w ill t ravel to
Grand Rapids, Mich.,
this weekend to face the
Ferris State University
Bulldogs in a rematch of
the 2012 CCHA secondround playoff matchup.
The last time these
two teams met, BG won
4-3 in overtime to knock
the Bulldogs out of the
CCH A playof fs. The
Bulldogs still received
an at-large bid to the
2012 NC A A tou r nament, and advanced to
the Frozen Four. Ferris
State is led by their head
coach Bob Daniels, who
is in his 22nd season
with the program. Ferris
State comes into the

series ranked No. 14 with
a 7-2-0 overall record
and is in first place in
the WCHA. The Bulldogs
are also a perfect 4-0 in
WCHA conference play.
The all-time series
between Ferris State and
BG is tied at 55-55-11.
The Bulldogs have won
three out of the last five
meetings.
“Ferris State is a team
that we know and that
we have played a bunch,”
BG head coach Chris
Bergeron said. “They’re
a team that is playing
good hockey right now.”
The Falcons are currently 5-3-2 overall with a 3-1
record in conference play.
BG
center
Rya n
Carpenter was likely to make his season
debut Friday night for

the Falcons. However,
he was injured during
practice on Wednesday.
Carpenter is out indefinitely with a broken foot
suffered when he was
hit by a shot, Bergeron
said. The injury will not
require surgery.
Carpenter broke his
finger during BG’s exhibition game Oct. 5 and
has not yet played in
t he reg u la r season.
Carpenter led BG last
season with 18 goals and
33 points.
Sophomore goa ltender Tommy Burke had a
season-high 30 saves last
Friday night as Falcons
defeated
M i n nesot a
State 4-3. The victor y
was Burke’s third of the

See HOCKEY | Page 7
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Play to feature
variety of personas
Theater department to put on French show
By William Channell
Pulse Reporter

Fans of comedic theatre can get their fill in the coming
weeks, as the Department of Theatre and Film is performing the 17th century French farce “The Liar.”
The play, written in 1644 by playwright Pierre Cornielle,
centers around a pathological liar named Dorante who
arrives in 17th century Paris and, through his intricate
fabrications, gets himself in many less-than-favorable
situations.
Evan Crawford, an actor in the play, said the play features fast dialogue.
“The tone of the play is kind of fast,” Crawford said. “It’s
kind of intricate, if you think of the pentameter, where
every few lines rhyme with each other, and it’s just really
fascinating to see how the language just kind of works.”
Crawford plays the role of Dorante, and said his character is more than just a liar.
“Dorante is very conceited,” Crawford said. “He’s is just
so into himself. It’s clear that he is very cocky and very
creative.”
Crawford said that an audience can get more out of the
play than just a few laughs.
“It’s interesting to see these characters shed that
outer shell,” Crawford said. “We see them for who they
really are.”
Over the course of the play, in a case of mistaken
identity, Dorante falls in love with a girl named Clarice,
who throughout the rest of the play he mistakes for her
friend Lucrece.
Trina Friedberg plays the role of Lucrece, and said her
character fits the blonde stereotype, which adds to her
endearing quality.
“She’s the kind of person who reads all the romance
and adventure novels and lives vicariously through the
characters,” Friedberg said. “She’s the bubble-head who
gets caught up in every fanciful breeze.”
Friedberg said audiences shouldn’t just focus on the
liar, but also how people respond to him.
“The play relies a lot on not only the line the character
is saying, but also the reaction of the characters around
him,” Friedberg said. “You’ll have people onstage, that
they’ll know a different part of a story, or a different
truth and another story is being told and they’re like,
‘wait, but that’s not what’s happening.’”
Freidberg said throughout the play, characters begin
to shed their outer personas, and become more honest
in the process.
“There’s these great moments of honesty,” Freidberg
said. “Shedding all these lies to get down to the bare
emotion.”
Cynthia Stroud, adjunct instructor and director of the
production, said the play is all about pleasing the crowd.
“It is very much about entertainment,” Stroud said.
“What I think is so wonderful is that it’s a 17th century
French farce, but the translation is from 2010, so it’s
very modern, very today, with lots of goofy pop culture
references.”
The preview night for the play was Wednesday at 8
p.m. and Crawford said it went well.
“We had a full house,” Crawford said. “It’s cool to be
able to see the audience fold into [the story], and they
really develop an attachment to the characters.”
Stroud said it’s a good opportunity for people so see
a play they might not have thought about going to.
“It’s a period piece, but to see it in a new way
that’s incredibly accessible [benefits audiences].”
Stroud said.
The play will be performed in the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre on Nov. 15, 16, 21, 22 and 23 at 8 p.m., and on
Nov. 16, 17 and 23 for a 2 p.m. matinee.

Movie remakes bring to light old, successful ideas
By Steven W. Echard
Photo Editor

As often as original movie ideas are created, production companies continue to revamp
old ideas.
Movie remakes come to the big screen as often as new ideas.
Dan Shoemaker, instructor in the popular culture department, said when it comes to
figuring out why production companies remake movies or television shows it’s because of
“pre-sold properties” or ideas that already have “an existing audience.”
“The cost of making movies has gone up steadily since the 1970s,” Shoemaker said. “The
investors get nervous and they want … the allusion of a guarantee that they’re going to get
their investment back.”
Becca Cragin, associate professor in the popular culture department said a big reason
for remakes is because production companies feel safe knowing the success of the original
film, which will provide positive feedback.
“The main reason for remakes is that studios can recycle previously successful material
rather than taking a risk on new, unproven material,” Cragin said.
Some original movies have made a name for themselves, drawing people to see the
remakes.

See REMAKE | Page 8

Q&A Series 3 of 8 MEDIA reviews

Columnist interviews former
publisher about career
TAYLOR WILKES
pulse COLUMNIST

This summer I was accepted as a
recipient for the Stuart R. Givens
Memorial Fellowship Grant, which
funded an opportunity to intern in
an art gallery in New York City this
past summer.
While there, I interviewed several people working in New York in
varying creative professions. Dan
Corcoran has recently been an
Executive Vice President for eHealthcare Solutions, manager of The 356
Group and acted as a go-between
for the business and creative ends
of publishing. During the summer
he was able to meet with me to talk
about how he got into publishing

and his insight after many years in
the industry.

Question: Can you tell me a
bit about yourself, and what
you do?
Answer: I have always been
a creative individual, so the creative aspects of media have always
appealed to me. Although I’m not
the source of the creativity, where
I’ve been successful is in leveraging the elements of creativity from
a business standpoint. So from
the developing of visual and copy
messaging, to communicating a
proposition to educate and inform
readers and online users, I have
taken those aspects of the creative
process and leveraged them for a
business purpose service of driving
and increasing revenues.

See COLUMN | Page 8

“the light under closed doors”
By the swellers
Album | Grade: B +

By Geoff Burns
Pulse Editor

One smart step for No Sleep Records,
one smarter step for The Swellers.
This is what should come to
mind when considering the band’s
latest work, “The Light Under
Closed Doors.”
Even though it is the band’s fourth
full-length album, there is so much
more maturity both lyrically and
musically compared to anything
the band has done in past years.
It’s arguably the most serious and
honest album Jonathan [drummer]
and Nick Diener [vocals/guitar]
have ever written not only as The
Swellers, but personally as well. The
brothers weren’t afraid of having a
darker sound, and fans should be
thrilled.
The album starts and ends in

about a half an hour, which keeps
you avidly listening. The creativity of the album comes from
the right-to-the-point lyrics and
heavy guitar riffs making it stray
away from the typical pop-punk
sound to a more serious tone fans
can still enjoy.
The opening track, “Should”
starts with a simple clash guitar
riff and vocals such as, “I gave
up/I know things won’t get better/
close the door/And talked about
the weather.” These opening lines
may lead people to think about
what’s going on in Nick Diener’s
head towards where the band is
right now. After deciding to part
ways with Fueled By Ramen and
signing to No Sleep Records for
this release, this is a fresh start
for The Swellers and it shows on
this album. The music seems more

relaxed, yet has that angst that
has always dwelled inside of the
band. It shows on tracks such as
“Designated Driver,” “Big Hearts”
and “Becoming Self-Aware” which
all indicate why we fell in love with
The Swellers in the first place.
On the track “Got Social,” Nick
sings, “You’re blowing smoke in
my face, again/I know you’ll never
quit/You got social/I don’t like it.”
It’s catchy and the “Let’s think about
life for a second” mentality has the
listener holding on to every word
whether the song is about a girl Nick
once knew, or if it’s the way he feels
about his music career and where
it’s heading. Either way, it still has
that catchy Swellers vibe to it.
It can best be described as one
of The Swellers best work in a long

See ALBUM | Page 8
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season. On the year,
Burke has compiled a
3-0-2 record with a .914
save percentage and
2.13 GA A.
The Falcons lost 1-0 on
Saturday night against
Minnesota State and BG
cont inued its specia l
teams drought, as they
failed to score a goa l
on the power play for
t he t hird consecutive
game. The Falcons went
0 for 8 over the weekend
and have not scored a
power play goal in their
last 14 chances.
“We have gotten a little
flat,” Bergeron said. “Our
work ethic and intensity
on the power play hasn’t
been great.”
Saturday night’s 1-0
loss to the Mavericks
ended a t hree-ga me
winning streak for the
Falcons and a perfect
record in the month
of November. The last
time the Falcons had
a w inning month in
November was in the
2007-08 season.
This weekend conference series will be the
only time the Falcons
play the Bulldogs in the
regular season. Friday
and Saturday’s games
alyssa benes
mark cooper skates down the ice against the University of Alaska Anchorage during the last home game.
will start at 7:07 p.m.

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Alyssa BENES | THE BG NEWS

JEHVON CLARKE steals the ball from an Earlham College defender in the first game of the season.

Alyssa benes | THE BG NEWS

Richaun holmes takes a shot against Earlham College this past weekend.

alyssa benes | THE BG NEWS

spencer parker dribbles the ball down the court during BG’s 102-49 victory agaiinst Earlham College.

Follow us on
Twitter

@BGNewsSports
Fall Shopping Expo
Sunday, November 17, 2013
10 am - 5 pm
FREE
ION
ADMISS
Stroh Center

On the campus of Bowling Green State University
1535 East Wooster Street

Head out to the premier destination for one-stop
holiday shopping!
Shop for home decor, bath & spa items, food, kitchen
wares, clothing, hair accessories, jewelry, glass etchings,
photography, paper arts and much more from over 100
exhibitors.
Balloon artist • Face painting • Kids Crafts & Activity Center
Gift Wrap available
A portion of the proceeds benefit the BGSU Family Campaign
Sponsored by Handmade By Design, LLC handmadebylinda@yahoo.com
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BG guard Chauncey
Orr is a game-time decision for Friday’s game
with a knee injury.
“We’re a balanced
team,” coach Orr said.
“Other guys will step up
if he can’t play. We’ve
been getting contributions from all the guys on
the team, and we expect
that to continue. We’ll be
ready to play whether we
have Chauncey or not,
but were hopeful, and
we’ll wait and see.”
This is the first Division
I opponent for the Falcons,
who look to go 2-0 for the
first time since the 20032004 season. Facing a
major opponent like the
Bulls will be a game where
fans will see a lot of what
the Falcons are capable of
doing this season.
Orr is looking forward
to a big student turnout
for the BG basketball doubleheader.
“We’re looking forward to the students
coming out and making
their presence known,”
Orr said.
Tipoff against the
University of South Florida
Bulls is set for 8:30 p.m.
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REMAKE
From Page 6
Shoemaker said people will
go see remakes because of how
much of an avid fan they were
of the original film.
“If I’m a film producer, it’s
easier for me to get people
into see Godzilla 2014 than
it is for me to get people to
come see a movie called
Giant Lizard Attack [because]
there’s already Godzilla fans.”
Shoemaker said.
This affects a nostalgic
response for those who are
already fans to the film or television series being remade.
Those who saw the original
can be more curious about
the remake than those who
did not, Shoemaker said, but
it is unlikely that the remake
would encourage new viewers
to see the original.
Junior Connie Santangelo

COLUMN
From Page 6
Q. What was your college experience like?
A. I did not graduate from
college; I finished three years
in college. I started out in John
Carroll University, and then
went on to Cleveland State
University. But in the summer
of my junior year of college I
was recruited to join a publishing company, accepted
the full time profession, and
sub-sequentially did not
return to college.

Q. What are the various jobs in publishing?
A. There are editors for
content development; there
are graphic artists for visual
communication, whether it
was the design element of
the journals or websites, or
just advertisements; there
are salespeople so they could

said even after the movies have
left theaters, production companies have the opportunity to
capitalize on remakes.
“It’s to make money,”
Santangelo said. “Not only do
they pull in new viewers, they
encourage old viewers to see
how good the new movie is,
which means buying tickets or
buying DVDs.”
Remaking a movie or a television series brings change to
the screen in many different
ways that may be used to gain
the needs of a new audience.
“People that have grown up
in the past 20 years ... [are] used
to their screen image changing
… [about] every five seconds,”
Shoemaker said. “From that
perspective it might be difficult for somebody who’s used
to that rapid visual pace to go
back and really enjoy something that has a slightly more
leisurely pace.”

sell the advertising in the
journals; there are finance,
so they could run the books
side of things; and executive
management.

Q. Do you see magazines being online publications rather than
in-hand publications?
A. Only if they have miscommunicated the role that
they play in the market. Print
journals are read, online
journals are sourced; the difference being that for people
who read print they like the
touch and feel it, they like
the ability to drive down the
highway as a passenger in
the car and sit and read it,
through it, etc. Online journals are more looked upon as
a database for sourcing information on potential suppliers
for needs that people would
have as consumers or business professionals.
Visit the full interview at
tawilkes.wordpress.com.

Technology has changed
giving movies and television
shows an advantage over the
originals like the “Star Trek”
franchise, Cragin said.
“Because remakes are often
technologically superior …
they can make the originals
seem poky, outdated and less
desirable by comparison,”
Cragin said. “When ‘Star
Trek: The Next Generation’
came out, it seemed to be a
big advance ... [but] with the
recent ‘Star Trek’ reboots, The
Next Generation looks inferior.”
There may be better ways to
use screen time.
“We are now at a point in our
film technology that we can
put anything on the screen
we can imagine and if that’s
the case then it’s kind of a pity
that what we are doing is just
rehashing what we’ve seen
before,” Shoemaker said.

ALBUM
From Page 6
time. The surprise of switching labels to No Sleep Records
from Fueled By Ramen for
the release of “The Light
Under Closed Doors” worked
for the band’s advantage
and fans should be excited
for what lies ahead for these
pop-punkers.

The BG News
Classified Ads
419-372-0328

The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any individual or
group on the basis of race, sex,
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on
the basis of any other legally protected status.

For Rent
Sub leaser needed as of Jan 1st,
4BR apt w/ 3 male roommates.
Email: mtuokkol@gmail.com
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DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 West African amulet
5 Repelled a mugger, in a way
10 Study at the last minute
14 Loads (of)
15 Garlic mayonnaise
16 Principle governing play,
as in golf
17 Feint on the ice
18 Best kind of wrinkles
to have, arguably
20 Afore
21 Either "Fargo" director
22 Prepares, as salad
23 Infield shape
25 Kilt wearer
26 Flag maker Betsy
27 Skipped the subway and bus
31 Sparkly stone
33 Prepare for vacation
34 Olympic pool division
35 Tempe sch.
36 What the starts of 18- and
57-Across and 3- and
28-Down can be

Blasé
Where embryos develop
Kid
Half of deux
Bricks-and-mortar workers
Used a scope
Piggy bank addition
Letter-shaped annex
Drink for the calorieconscious
10 Pricey brand of bubbly
11 Seeks an office
12 Away from the breeze
13 Untidy heap
38 "Mack the Knife"
19 "Over there!"
singer Bobby
21 Trig function
41 Spanish Main ship
24 Chic
44 Playground squealer
25 Deserving of a
46 "The House at __
standing O
Corner"
27 "Be quiet," in music
47 Weekly allowance
28 Social agency
earners
employee
49 "Time in a Bottle"
29 "My Way" lyricist Paul
singer Jim
30 Laser emission
50 Vague time period
31 Clothing
51 Bumps on a log
32 Son of Isaac and
52 "I don't think so!"
Rebekah
53 Shock, as a perp
33 Break down
54 Not near here
grammatically
55 "__ Baby":
37 1973 landmark
"Hair" song
court decision
58 Exercise unit
59 Massage locale

39 Caribbean music
40 Telephoned
42 Three-part cookie
43 First-string squad
45 Capital on the Danube
47 Cornfield bird
48 Passion
49 Home of the NHL's
Blackhawks, familiarly
52 Hitting bottom, spirits-wise
55 Elvis __ Presley
56 Letter after pi
57 Port in a storm
59 Lose traction
60 Japanese golfer Aoki
61 Melt glaze from, as
a windshield
62 Soccer immortal
63 Bit of a florist's greenery
64 Blunted swords
65 Mars : Rome : : __ : Greece

®

For Rent

For Rent

®

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com

D

I

R

E

#164

O R Y
ForT Rent

C

#164

*2013-2014 s.y. NOW renting
*Avail now and 1st of year,
1 & 2 BR!s, low as $350/mo.
D house
I R E3-6C BR!s
T Oover
R 3Yallowed.
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325 See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325
2BR house - nice! Near BGSU,
Avail FALL, $795/mo.
Call 419-352-5882.

Help Wanted

Part-time assembler positions
427 Van Camp Road, BG.
311 Ridge - Nice 3 BR home,
Regal Beloit, Marathon Special
available FALL, $1,100/mo.
Products, will conduct interviews
Call 419-352-5882.
on Saturday, November 16th
to hire part-time assemblers
for immediate openings. Stop in
any time between 10am and 1pm
DON JOHN R
®
®
to interview and to learn more
(12:10)*
(3:05)
9:50 DON
Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
Purch Adv
Tix @ 6:55
cinemark.com
about opportunities available
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#
800-326-3264
+
Exp
1432#
JOHN R
in our global, world-class
(12:10)* (3:05) 6:55 9:50 GRAVmanufacturing facility.
Non-smoking
ITY 3D PG-13
Interested in saving time? Apply
(2:35) (5:00)
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
Woodland7:20
Mall •9:40
N. Main Street
Buildings Available
ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
before your interview at:
®
®
COLLEGE THURSDAY
(WITHBR
VALID ID) $3.00
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00
1 +2
RegalBeloitCareers.silkroad.com
EXTREMELY LOUD & INCREDIBLY
MON 11/18
Apartments
Available
24-28 hours per week currently,
Purch
Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
PurchFRI
Adv11/15
Tix @ -cinemark.com
CLOSE
[PG13]
FREE 800-326-3264
BIRDS 3D PG
1200 130
300 430 600+725
1030
800-326-3264
Exp900
1432#
+ Exp 1432#
may flucuate with sales.
(2:25)
7:10
Semester
Leases
THE ARTIST
- CINEARTS
[PG13]
High school diploma or GED req,
1105 135 405 635 905
FREE BIRDS (Digital) PG
HAYWIRE
[R]1100 120
340BGSU
605 825 1045
(12:00)* (4:50) 9:35
ability to work between the hours
Minutes
from
ADVENTURES
3D [PG]
ENDER’S
GAME
Woodland OF
MallTINTIN
• N. Main-Street
Woodland
Mall •PG-13
N. Main Street
of 4pm-midnight OR midnight to
210 505 740 1020
(12:20)*
(3:10)
7:05
9:45
Pet
Friendly
Community
ADULT MATINEE
BEFORE
6PM
$3.00
• ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
ALVIN
AND
THE
CHIPMUNKS:
8am required, manufacturing
JACKASS
PRESENTS:
BAD
GRANDPA
R
COLLEGE
THURSDAY
(WITH
VALID
ID)
$3.00
COLLEGE
THURSDAY
(WITH
VALID
ID)
$3.00
CHIPWRECKED [G] 1145 200 425 645
experience preferred.
(12:05)* (2:30) (4:55) 7:25 10:00
Utilities
EXTREMELY
LOUDIncluded
& INCREDIBLY
Assistive
Listening and Captioning System Avail
Assistive
ListeningWORLD
and Captioning
System Avail
At Regal, we believe that diverse
THOR:
THE 6DARK
(Digital)
PG-13
CLOSE
[PG13]
Children under
6
may
not
attend
R
rated
features
after
6pm
Children
under
may
not
attend
R
rated
features
after
6pm
(3:15) 9:55
Priced
1200 130Resonably
300 430 600 725
900 1030
backgrounds promote unique
THOR: THE DARK WORLD 3D PG-13
THE ARTIST - CINEARTS [PG13]
ideas and perspectives that
(12:15)* 7:15
1105
135 405
635 905 SHUTTLE
FREE
CAMPUS
enhance every aspect of the
HAYWIRE
[R]1100
120 340 605 825 1045
GRAVITY 3D PG-13
NOW
AVAILABLE!
ADVENTURES OF TINTIN - 3D [PG]
(2:35) (5:00) 7:20 9:40
company. Regal also recruits
210 505 740 1020
GRAVITY (Digital) PG-13
veterans whose service, unique
ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS:
(12:10)*
skills and experiences are valued
CHIPWRECKED [G] 1145 200 425 645
( )= Matinee Showtime
by the company.
Bowling
Green
Sentinel-Tribune
/ Assistive
3 columns
[4.892”]
Assistive
Listening and Captioning System Avail
Listening and Captioning
System Avail by 2” deep
419-352-6335
JOIN OUR REGAL TEAM!
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm
HOUSES close to campus!
Now renting 2014-2015 leases.
Frobose Rentals - 419-352-6064.
www.froboserentals.com

WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5 WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5

WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5 WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5
EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE
Market: BOWLING GREEN
Publication: University Newspaper
Size: 1 x 2.25”
Runs: FRIDAY AND MONDAY ONLY

419.353.2277

Date last updated: SEPTEMBER 23, 2012

See our complete menu at www.sambs.com
Special instructions:
Market: BOWLING GREEN

Typeset using Helvetica (Neue or Regular)

Black, Bold
or otherNewspaper
comparable heavy font
Publication:
University

Great Selection

- 6-8pt - whichever fits best. If there’s extra

n

Size:
1 x 2.25”
space,
font size
be increased.
Titles
Close to Campus
n may
Great
Prices
should be bolder than show- times. Please
Runs:
MONDAY
ONLY films
for pass
restricted
onlyFRIDAY
use “◆”AND

(contact theatre or visit our website to see

OPEN REGISTRATION
November 8, 2013
through January 19, 2014

Go to:

my.bgsu.edu

QUESTI O NS?

1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add

Call the Registration HOTLINE:

You can access everything that you
need, including tutorials, via the
“Student Center” at the MyBGSU portal.

Date last updated: SEPTEMBER 23, 2012
which films are restricted).
Successfully Serving
Please do not update anything other than
Special
Contact the corporate office if
BGSU Students for showtimes.
35instructions:
Years.
changes are requested.

◆ = Wood
"u" in
ITC Helvetica
Zapf
Dingbats.
using
(Neue or Regular)
Voted Best Real Estate Office Typeset
in
County

FOR RENT

319 E. WOOSTER ST.

Black, Bold or other comparable heavy font
- 6-8pt - whichever fits best. If there’s extra
space,nfont
size may
be increased.of
Titles
Great
selection
should be bolder than show- times. Please
Apartments
◆” for pass &
restricted
films
only use “Houses
(contact theatre or visit our website to see
Complete
Rental Listing
whichn
films
are restricted).
Please doavailable
not update anything
otherand
than
on-line
showtimes. Contact the corporate office if
in requested.
Rental Office
changes are
◆ = "u" in ITC Zapf Dingbats.

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260

419-372-4444
8 am - 5 pm
Monday - Friday

Quality Service, Quality Housing

Check Us Out
On Facebook!

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building

319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell
Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
S U C C E S S F U L LY S E R V I N G B G S U S T U D E N T S S I N C E 1 9 7 8

BOWLING

GR EEN

STAT E

UN IVE RSIT Y

— 419.354.2260 —
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

